SAMPLE 1: BLOG/ARTICLES

Chef clothing –History
Chefs' clothing remains a customary in the food industry. The tradition of wearing this type of
standard clothing dates back to the mid-19th century. Marie-Antoine Careme, a popular French
chef, is credited with developing the current chef’s uniform. The toques were already used, but
he sought a uniform to honour the chef. Chef's coat was chosen to be white to signify
cleanliness. Chefs wear cooking aprons for several reasons. Typically one reason is that they are
dealing with a variety of food ingredients for many hours each day and have to have a means of
keeping their clothing free from dirt, stains and odors.
Chef Uniform
The conventional chef's uniform (or chef's whites) includes
a)A toque (traditional hat),
b) White Chef coat,
c) White double-breasted jacket,
d) Checkered pants/Black pants
e) Chef
f) Chef Shoes

Certainly, the image of a chef, in a pristine white jacket and toque, is recognized the world over
as a professional, the predecessors to be thanked for this. The western world incorporates
checkered pants and white coats as a common uniform for chefs.
This clothing that is worn by chefs throughout the world is very idiosyncratic. The chef
distinctively wear a coat to stand out from the crowd . The color of the coat is pristine white.
These embellishments can be designed as thrown off buttons going down the front of the coat,
French cuffs that can be plain or have a black or colorful piping approximately the cuff. Many
chef coats will have a fairly large sized pocket that is found on the left side of the coat.
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Depending upon the dining establishment the chef coat can be found in other colors. In order
to be chef in a distinctive uniform the chef coats are designed in different colors as dark blue
coats, light blue coats, black chef coats and even olive green chef coats which is customary of
the establishment. Sometimes for a distinctive design and to give it a unusual look the coats
have beautiful embroidery designed on the collar and front opening.
The jacket is double breasted that can be reversed and worn from both the sides to hide
stains.The stuff for the coat is thick cotton cloth that protects from the heat of stove and oven
and protects from splattering of boiling liquids. Knotted cloth buttons were used to survive
frequent washing and contact with hot items. The pattern frequent on trousers is black and
white checked pattern that conceal minor stains. The color white is projected so as to signify
cleanliness and is generally worn by highly visible head chefs. Aprons worn above protect the
wearer's garments from food splatters and stains.
The toque is a chef's hat that dates back to the 16th century. Different heights may indicate
rank within a kitchen. The 100 folds of the toque are said to represent the many different ways
a chef knows to cook an egg. In more conventional restaurants, especially traditional French
restaurants, the white chef’s coat is standard and considered part of a traditional uniform and
as a practical chef's garment. white coats are worn by most serious chefs to signify the value
and high regard of their profession. Senior kitchen staff usually wear and identified by their
black trousers. Pants should have a straight leg, be hemmed to the top of the shoe and made
from cotton. Sturdy, comfortable, anti-slip chef shoes are a chef uniform essential. Shoes must
be fully enclosed and skid-resistant, because kitchen spills are common. For the same reason,
fabric or open-toed shoes are never permitted in the kitchen. Fine dining establishments may
require their chefs to wear a neckerchief The chef neckerchief absorbs sweat from your neck.
Although not required by most kitchens, it still adds a finished “professional” look to any chef
uniform. These trappings of uniform also serve up as a pointer between the bounds of salaried,
and casual or part-time staff.
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Women Chef Coats
Now women have also joined the professional culinary field as chefs than ever.Both men and
women in the culinary industry want to present themselves in a professional manner Specially
tailored women’s chef coats are absolutely necessary for female chefs who understand the
importance of looking their best in the workplace environment and wish to openly display their
professionalism. Women's Chef Coats & Women's Chef Jackets by Chef Uniforms are different
in style but do not look like as if they are wearing a man’s coat. Women's Chef Coats &
Women's Chef Jackets are designed to have the perfect fit in a hot kitchen environment for the
ladies. They have a more tapered style for the female figure, offering you more hip and arm
room. Crafted from either 100% Cotton or Poly/Cotton, they will keep you cool and
comfortable in the restaurant. A good quality women’s chef coat that’s tailored to your body
shape and figure will set you apart from others in the kitchen—and enhance your professional
image. When you display self-confidence in combination with a professional appearance and
outstanding job performance, you earn respect. A women chef coat is tailored for a
comfortable and streamlined fit. The design includes darts or pleats in the back that bring in the
waist—reducing the amount of fabric and eliminating a “bulky” look. The shoulders should be
narrower in the garment, to prevent the sleeves from drooping.
The women’s chef coat is designed to compliment a woman’s proportions and professional
image. When a woman wears a chef coat cut and sized for a man, her ensemble may look
sloppy, loose, or unflattering due to the poor fit of the garments. Female chefs—there are
women’s chef coats available in many styles, sizes, and colors to suit even the most discerning
of tastes.
The traditional chef's uniform may be the standard for their profession. The non- traditional
chefs uniforms have now a days have new looks and more styles as per the comfort and
presentation suited as per the establishments.
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SAMPLE 2: BLOG/ARTICLES

Massage Chair
With the quick paced present day life everybody needs some an opportunity to relax and enjoy
a break. A good way to do it is through back massage. It gets help from body torment, however
past that, it has many other health advantages. It facilitates anxiety and stress, and it help to
lower blood pressure. You can get proficient back massage at a spa or contract an individual
back rub advisor. On the other hand, not everybody has sufficient energy or money for
standard sessions. Massage chair offer a more moderate and easy to use elective with the
same advantages.
Benefits of massage chair:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amazing full body massage at home
Reduce Anxiety and stress
Remove body stiffness
Controls blood pressure
Relieves body pain
Instant stress relief
Improve flexibility

Increase endorphin level
Foot Massager
We use our feet more than whatever other body part – maybe this is the reason anxiety
appears to develop in our feet. A perfect foot massage can relax your whole body, renew lost
vitality, enhance your temperament, release toxins, reduce torment, and enhance circulation.
Setting off to the spa is expensive; yet buying a foot massager will save you cash and give you
the accommodation of relaxing in your own home, at any time during the day or night. The
accompanying surveys feature three foot massagers and supportive tips to begin you down the
way to happy feet.
Benefits of Foot Massager:
•

Relax joints
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•
•
•
•

Improve circulation
Make your feet more receptive to massage
Soften calluses
Alleviate swelling

Foot massage just before going to bed can offer you some assistance with sleeping better. An
alleviating and relaxing foot massage will offer the body some assistance with unwinding,
enhance blood flow and relax the nerves. These thusly will empower restful sleep.

Whole Body Vibration Machine
A whole body vibration machine utilizes a controlled movement, or vibration, to incite valuable
solid actuation while fortifying other supportive physiological changes all through the body. The
quick movement of the machine's stage reasons body tissues to react to the expanded jolt in a
few benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase muscle strength
Increase flexibility
Increase muscle relaxation
Decrease cellulite
Body shaping
Fat burning
Stress reduction

General the body benefits by empowered blood circulation and enhanced course. Moreover,
parts of the body not effortlessly prepared, for example, tendons and ligaments turn out to be
better conditioned.

Infrared Sauna
An infrared sauna utilizes infrared warmers to transmit infrared light experienced as brilliant
warmth which is consumed by the surface of the skin. Traditional saunas warm the body
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essentially by conduction and convection from the warmed air and by radiation of the warmed
surfaces in the sauna room. Infrared saunas offer your body some assistance with releasing
various poisons, including substantial metals like mercury and lead, and natural chemicals. The
advantages don't stop there. With infrared sauna innovation, you can also get fit, relax, calm
unwanted torment, build your flow, and clean your skin.

Benefits of Infrared Sauna: •
•
•
•
•
•

Pain relief
Weight loss
Relaxation
Detoxification
Skin purification
Improved circulation

Infrared sauna helps to increase blood circulation and lower blood pressure.

Back massager
Back massagers diminish pressure with the goal that you can oversee lower back torment, neck
agony, and shoulder torment. Back massagers can help with joint agony or joint inflammation
torment alleviation also. Begin carrying on with an agony free existence with one of Sharper
Image's top back massagers.
The Body Back massager is an easy to-utilize stress help device. This back massager's main
quality is its adaptability. A one of a kind "S" shape back massager makes this handheld back
massager perfect for your back or on your body.
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SAMPLE 3: COMMENTS

COMMENTS ON PAPER WRITING:
1. What is the main trouble of any student? If you are a student right now you will answer

at once - numerous essays, research papers, term papers, dissertations and other
writing staff that you should do. It's hard to find time for everything, that's why many
students use essay services. They can really help you to pass all your academic
assignments, but there are scam services among them too. So I'm here to help you find
the best service for the best price.
2. You will hardly find a student who enjoys writing a college paper. Among all the other

tasks they get assigned in college, paper writing is one of the most difficult assignments.
Students run into several problems. lack of ideas, problems understanding the paper’s
topic, problems with research, problems with structure, lack of knowledge about
citation styles, problems expressing their thoughts or simple laziness. Do not get
embarrassed you will find a great helping hand to assist you.
3. Studying in college is impossible to imagine without this online resource, which collects

video talks from experts in different fields. You can get your writing done on relevant
topics, get the articles written by professionals, and organize events.
4. A resource for students who want to get more experience in college paper writing, learn

how to do it properly, and understand all the nuances of academic writing. This resource
provides high-quality services together with a very good theoretical base for young
people to start writing their essays professionally.
5. This blog assists you with all the material stuff and subject knowledge to help writing

your paper. A good resource for students who are not sure they’ve understood all the
material properly. Here you can find lectures and a lot of other information on
psychology, algebra, economics, biology, sociology, and many other topics.
6. A website where students will find a big collection of academic writing service to help

them deal with academic writing. All research , dissertation ,articles and papers are
reviewed on their quality, and you can easily see which of them are worth the attention.
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7. Studying in college is impossible to imagine without this online resource, which collects

video talks from experts in different fields. You can watch videos on relevant topics, get
your articles written by professionals, and organizers of college writing.
8. Fortunately for students, technology offers us many ways to improve paper writing and

make this process easier. With the help of numerous online tools and mobile
applications, college paper writing is no longer a student’s worst nightmare. Use a
professional service for your paper writing or college writing.
9. It is really hardly to find a student who enjoys executing college assignments. All these

processes require spending much time and efforts, that is why i recommend all the
students use the professional writing service.
10. You are welcome to visit our brilliant writing company in order to get rid of your

academic writing problems once and for all!
11. Hi, everyone! My name is Tia. Currently I'm studying at New York University. My

schedule is pretty busy and I hardly get time to write a paper that complies with the
quality and the content of knowledge required to submit to generate best grades. I used
this blog service of paper writing service for me and I'm glad that this online paper
writing service met my university standards and afford to get me B+. Guys use this blog
service.

12. An online service for students who need to write good essays and application letters. It

provides dozens of free essays to use as samples for students’ work. Here, everyone can
learn how to write good papers and compose essays and great application letters.

13. This resource provides more useful information for students than just definitions or

stereotyped litterateur knowledge. A comprehensive site that helps you in citation
formats, many links to useful tools, a style guide, and formats for punctuation,
capitalization, and abbreviations – you can find it all here to help you in your paper
writing.
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14. A perfect place for research paper writing , where students will find the best resource
and links to help write their research paper. We have expert knowledge who are well
known in their field and expertise to the subject matter. More than your expectation of
knowledge sharing experts are available here to search for different information related
to research paper or college writing.
15. A resource for students who want to get more experience in college paper writing,

learn how to do it properly, and understand all the nuances of academic writing. This
resource provides high-quality services together with a very good theoretical base for
young people to start writing their essays professionally.
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SAMPLE 4: WEB-PAGE CONTENTS

SOLAR PANEL CLEANING
Solar power is revolutionizing the way the world produces electricity, but clean energy does not
mean immunity to dirt. The significance for the maximum efficiency of a solar panel is
maximizing the amount of light hitting the panel which is of utmost importance and solar panel
cleaning does exactly this.
Solar panel conversion efficiency, typically in the 20 percent range, is reduced by dust, grime,
pollen, and other particulates that accumulate on the solar panel. "A dirty solar panel can
reduce its power capabilities by up to 30 percent in high dust/pollen or desert areas", says
Seamus Curran, associate professor of physics at the University of Houston and director of the
Institute for Nano Energy, which specializes in the design, engineering, and assembly of
nanostructures.
Numerous studies have shown that panel soiling is the single most destructive force to solar
panels and their production. Typical methods of cleaning have not been adequate, as getting on
roof tops threatens the structural integrity of your roof, and water alone will cause mineral
buildup that is even more harmful than the dust, dirt, smoke, and animal excrement that causes
hot spots, which further increases the degradation of the cells in your system.
Paying to have solar panels cleaned is often an investment ; researchers found panels that
hadn’t been cleaned, or rained on, for 145 days during a summer drought , lost 7.4 percent of
their efficiency. For larger commercial rooftop systems, the financial losses are bigger.
Solar panels efficiency levels produce the maximum amount of electricity and help the owner
to make more money for when they are clean. Conversely, for the reason that solar panels are
out in the open are exposed to the elements, they get dirty and have need of cleaning. You may
think that rain washes off dust and pollutants, but in reality, rain water does not clean solar
panels because the rain contains airborne dust particles that settle and attach to the surface
after the rainwater evaporates. Various studies completed by universities in the U.S. have
shown that if solar panels aren't kept clean, output can drop by up to 50% in the longer run.
How are solar panels cleaned?

The most of solar panel cleaning methods are sprinklers, electric charge systems and various
coatings to make the panels self-cleaning. At the moment, these systems are in prototype or
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early production and are not fit for mass cleaning. We provide you with professional experts in
solar panel cleaning and the best method to increase the output of the panel post cleaning.
For now, the most efficient, commonly used and cheapest way to clean solar panels is by using
ultra-pure water which is fed to a brush head. This wets the panel, agitates and lifts the dirt,
then rinses. Tap water is not suitable for cleaning solar panels because it contains mineral
deposits which dry, create shade and inhibit output. Ultra-pure water has no impurities and as
a result, the residue water that is left on the panels dries clear, with no streaks or spots. For
now it is the best tried and tested method that has been used in countries further along their
solar journey, such as the U.S. and UK for many years.

BUTLER AND MAID SERVICE
The role of the butler, for centuries, has been that of the chief steward of a household, the
attendant entrusted with the care and serving of wine and other bottled beverages which in
ancient times might have represented a considerable portion of the household's assets.
In Britain, the butler was originally a middle-ranking member of the staff of a grand household.
The butler is a key element in a team of professionals striving to deliver a level of personalized
service that exceeds not only the expectation of the client but will add his personal attributes to
enhance the service provided within the private residence, high class house or hotel.
A professional butler is handling more of a managerial role of the household or Hotel services,
should be discreet, confident and be able to converse freely with the principles and retain at all
times a professional demeanor.
We offers a wide range of butlers for both personal household positions as well as corporate
concierge and hotel positions. We represent only experienced and professional butlers and
ensure the candidates are a good match with your needs.

Introducing Butler Service to hotels
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Hotel industry is completely premised on the idea of service, and in which service is a key
differentiator, it makes sense to institute butler service.

Upon arrival:
Greet you with lemongrass-scented hand towels to refresh you from your flight.
Offer welcome cocktails and culinary treats.
Escort you to your suite and coordinate luggage handling.
Provide you with all information regarding hotel facilities.
Handle private check-in comfortably in your suite.
Orchestrate any personal accommodation preferences.
Supply a cell phone to reach him/her when needed.
Provide a private resort orientation.
Offer to unpack your luggage.
Press your first nights clothes complimentary.
During your stay:
Make all dinner reservations, tour bookings, on property activities and spa treatments for you.
Serve you your favorite drinks while you lounge on the beach or pool.
Serve you lunch on the beach or on the pool.
Liaise with housekeeping regarding the servicing of your suite.
Ensure that your suite is kept in perfect condition and arranged the way you like during your
stay.
Expedite all room service orders.
Ensure your table is arranged in the restaurant of your choice for dinner.
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Arrange a perfect romantic dinner for two in the privacy of your suite or your patio. Unlike our
competitors, our butler elite guests can order from any resort restaurant menu for dining in
their room or suite.
Shine/clean your shoes for dinner.
Tend to your wardrobe.
Collect and return all laundry for you.
In the evening:
Bring you amenities before dinner.
Escort you to dinner where they have reserved a beautifully decorated table at the restaurant
of your choice - with preferential seating.
Ensure your suite is turned down and your room has all it needs for the night.
Before your departure:
Arrange transportation back to the airport.
Provide you with information regarding check out.
Assist you in folding your clothes for packing.
Retain all your preferences for future visits.
At departure time:
Ensure your bags are brought up to the departure area.
Escort you to the Club/butler lounge and process your paperwork for check out.
Escort you to your transportation and bid you farewell
Introducing Butler service for households/Residential amenities.
Butlers today may be called upon to do whatever household and personal duties their
employers deem fitting, in the goal of freeing their employers to carry out their own personal
and professional affairs. Professional Household butler will be the one who is capable of
managing a full array of household affairs and serve you as below
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Serve you as tray-wielding butlers who specialise in serving tables and decanting wine . Provide
the traditional dinner service,Table arrangements etc
To managing high-tech systems and multiple homes with complexes of staff.
To be acting as valet.
While in truly grand houses the modern butler may still function exclusively as a top-ranked
household affairs manager,
In lesser homes, such as those of dual-income middle-class professionals, they perform a full
array of household and personal assistant duties,including mundane housekeeping.

MAID SERVICE
We provide you "maid" service as a household domestic-help employee. Maid is a female
employed in domestic service in affluent homes and profitable businesses.

Maid services include :
cooking
ironing,
washing
cleaning
grocery shopping
Walking the family dog
tending to the household children.

Providing consistently exceptional service
We provide a global service for professional "Butlers and Maids" – delivering the very highest
standards of service for you. We supply exceptional service professionals to estates, hotels,
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airlines and major corporations within corporate settings, embassies, residence and
houses,cruise, ships, yachts.

Are you interested in a professional butler service?
Londonclearview For You is very proud to work together with a handful of very experienced and
professional butlers. If you are interested to hire a professional Butler service call us to your
need and requirement. Your butler will take care of all your requests throughout your stay.
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GLASS WINDOW CLEANING SERVICES
Modern commercial buildings are constructed beautifully and must possess the stunning look
the moment your customers, visitors or other people enter your premises. Most of the
buildings and commercial setups have crucial areas that often draws attention if not cleaned
properly. Yes we are talking of your window panes and glasses. Shining and spotless window
panes or glasses displays stunning look of cleanliness.
We at Londonclearview are the facility cleaning services provider experts and offers you the
best commercial window cleaning service in London. We can tackle grime in places you
can’t.Our friendly and professional window cleaners use the best equipment and
methods required to clean all commercial windows, including waterfed extension poles and
rope access cleaning for a perfect finish.
Glass buildings are our specialty. Do you have a challenging situation but just don't know who
to turn to? Here at Londonclearview Window Cleaning we have the expertese, and a solution
for every job. At Londonclearview Windows cleaning service we look forward to taking on large
difficult jobs.

You will be so excited once you avail our services to refer it your friends, family and network,
that’s the level of pleasure and satisfaction we offer our customers and make their
environment clean.

We want you to be so excited about the service that you have received that you tell all your
friends, family, and neighbors.

London Clear View offers you a discounted standard window cleaning service If you are a first
time customer and own a one story home with 15 windows or less, or Custom Homes with 30+
windows London Clear View will clean your windows inside and out and wash your screens
leaving unspotted window panes & your view looking incredible. We guarantee our work and
we guarantee your satisfaction. For a limited time only! We will leave your view looking
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fabulous and we will brighten your home! Our window cleaners are experienced enough to get
the job done right and quickly.

Commercial Window Cleaning Services.
Londonclearview are the proud vendors for providing expert Commercial facility Window Clean
ing Services at affordable standard prices.
**Avail Commercial Window Cleaning Service Package OR Annual Contract for periodic cleaning
all on best negotiated prices with flat discounts. Call our Customer Service cell for the best
quote for window cleaning package
Storefronts Window Cleaning
Retail Stores Window Cleaning
High End Malls Window Cleaning
Corporate Buildings Window Cleaning
Educational Institutions Window Cleaning
Financial Institutions and Banks Window Cleaning
We provide our services for all types of property, residential and commercial property;
including offices, hotels, shops, bars, clubs, pubs, restaurants, hospitals, schools, libraries,
glass enclosures, fascia & signs. We offer a number of other cleaning services, simply give our
customer care team a call for a free quote. 24X7 Customer Care service to answer your
calls. Your time is precious, which is why our window cleaners are always on time. We offer the
best prices for our bespoke level of service.
Our Work Is supported by best level to your satisfaction Guarantee! Read Guarantee.
All Windows Detailed Inside And Out By Professional Window Cleaners.
Wiping Of Window Sills And Frames.
All Screens Washed By Hand.
Tracks Brushed and Vacuumed.
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SAMPLE 5: WEB-PAGE CONTENTS

Your E-deals get sweetened here
Its truly getting exciting during this New Year season to offer the deals that refresh your senses
and flame your desires to achieve a hi-on-deals that is topping the charts on our online market
place at Secondhand voucher.
Secondhand voucher is a global platform for online market that facilitates Local Coupon deals
and offers for various Local coupon sellers and comply buyers requirements for e.g.
AskMeBazaar , Shop clues, eBay.in , Nearbuy , Paytm , Amazon.in, Groupon , Infibeam ,
Snapdeal , Giftease, Living Social, and Social Buy . These sellers use e-commerce platforms
Coupons and Cashbacks for online customers to offer best discounted deals and offers and
even cashbacks. Local coupon sites like Groupon, provide great deals and discounts at
neighborhood restaurants, gyms and yoga studios, salons and spas, concerts and events, and
countless other local businesses.
A visitor or buyer has plethora of buying opportunities through local coupon deals and offers
among a host of other new launches and great deals across categories. But, there's more to the
fun and frolic as it is raining discounts from e-commerce giants such as Flipkart, Snapdeal and
Amazon.
But surely groupon, buy groupon, coupon deals groupon marketplace, living social, E-bay,
coupon discount, sell groupon, coupon sites, local coupon deals, discount websites crowd the
traffic as honey bees that they just can’t resist not just to explore and buy but also referring it
to friends , family and others.
You can be greatly impressed with the list of local coupons and deals offered. It is surely a
podium where one can go through discount codes and vouchers that help in getting us the best
discounts. If you are an online shopping freak , you would always looking for such phenomenal
websites that not just suffice your buying needs but add to your crazy fun shopping with sizzling
offers that hit the market . Additionally you also add your points if you are a regular visitor and
buyer to our site.
Go crazy to shop online and crack the early bird offers before it is stocked out leaving with you
a dismal thought on a missed opportunity that you could have en-cashed , so without a waste
of time for a single minute even en-cash now. Tomorrow never comes and so your variety of
deals and offers from different companies.
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Second hand Voucher- Global “A ” player online market .
Secondhand voucher is a global platform for online market that facilitates Local Coupon deals
and offers for various Local coupon sellers and comply buyers requirements for e.g.
AskMeBazaar , Shop clues, eBay.in , Nearbuy , Paytm , Amazon.in, Groupon , Infibeam ,
Snapdeal , Giftease, Living Social, and Social Buy . These sellers use e-commerce platforms
Coupons and Cashbacks for online customers to offer best discounted deals and offers and
even cashbacks. Local coupon sites like Groupon, provide great deals and discounts at
neighborhood restaurants, gyms and yoga studios, salons and spas, concerts and events, and
countless other local businesses.
These new age explorers are here to stay and throw upon best deals and offers , the success
mantra has undergone a great metamorphosis . The new-gen online marketplace are radically
rewriting the rules of the game. Armed with just an idea, they are negotiating like seasoned
deal-makers.
There are plenty of deals and discounts listed on the website. But you can further sweeten the
deal by looking for discount coupons. Websites such as Coupon-Dunia and Groupon specialize
in deals and offers across various products and websites. They also list their own special offers
that users can avail. Browse through such websites before making your purchase; you might
end up paying a lot less than what you would on e-commerce websites. Another way to save
money is to use cashback options offered on a few select credit cards.
Discounts best availed by the buyers on the online purchase of the local coupons attracts
innumerable traffic and drive the online market in every aspect of the purchase segment. Hotel
, Holidays, Restaurants, Gift Vouchers, Parlor and Saloon services, Spa and Massage services,
and you can gain a lot best offers.
Secondhand voucher offers a secondary platform when these deals close or are subject to
expiry dates. A secondary market that offer a league in which buyers and sellers can trade local
coupons. It helps sellers who no longer wish to use their coupons, and buyers who have missed
a local deal sale window.
There is always a scope for greater benefit to the missed opportunity that can be en-cashed
here. Secondhand Voucher Online Market platform is driven by a user friendly approach to
offer our users the advantage in terms of hot deals that make your day !
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SAMPLE 6: BLOGS

ANX international
ANX international announces the blockchain technology -the front-to-back complete set of
integrated solutions with the release of the official website.

December 10, 2015 refers to a blockchain technology can achieve real-time encryption of
distributed classification type accounting records, in the process, to ensure that the transaction
can be a variety of financial assets, security and confidentiality. This time, the ANX has been
announced, but integrated operations management solution for companies to build a
blockchain services. Mainly as a content, debit card solutions enterprise that can be integrated
with digital assets, including a bit coin, issue and management of digital assets, white label that
can build the Exchange service solutions, foreign exchange and remittance services and
advisory service.

ANX has been famous in the international (financial technology industry) in the field to focus on
innovation , and announced the global market-oriented front-to-back full-service and managed
solutions. Thanks to the rapid development of Internet banking, ANX is committed to creating
different services, including check account debit card program, white label solutions, consulting
services and individual foreign exchange and remittance services. These products and services,
once introduced, will exhibit at the leading edge of Internet technology industry into the
financial markets and strong brand appeal.

ANX a commitment to expand international sales and customer retention purposes, began to
explore the blockchain technology to improve customer loyalty and incentive spending
programs. blockchain technology has become one of the industry's hot topic, it is reported
there are several banks and the consortium want to have a share in this area, has actively
involved in R & D blockchain technologies.
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ANX International CEO and co-founder Lu Jianbang (Ken Lo) said: "all types of listed companies
have shown the need for the blockchain solutions, they hope to establish in the company's
digital asset management project in their own transactions born of loyalty programs, but in this
case, high-efficiency, low-cost package of integrated financial services solutions to the solution
of the urgent needs.

ANX modular product design leading to the international level of advantage makes ANX
international charming, while in ANX international developments in this field also really meet
the individual needs of various customers, and gradually developed into a financial
services. And customers according to their business needs tailored solutions can only be
achieved by selecting a module. This undoubtedly opened a door leading to a solid customer
base will provide strength to ANX International to carry out a comprehensive financial security
business.

In addition, ANX also provide customer service core operations, including customer service,
payment processing, KYC (Know Your Customer) compliance, AML (AML) detection, wallet
management. ANX has been recognized in the financial technology industries by various types
of industrial chain services in the ascendant. while companies focus on sales, but also pay
attention to the relevant aspects together to build coexistence and symbiotic, win-win situation
in the battle of winning the market for the customers.

In addition, ANX is committed to meet the needs of all individuals and businesses in the
industry, so that customers exclusively get high yields. ANX International ("ANX") may provide
payment network of traditional and emerging digital assets ecosystems as one of the
blockchain technology-stop service. In this service, the perfect combination of finance and the
Internet, greatly solve large customers and small and micro enterprises in the financial services
sector of the expanding demand, as well as the development of inclusive finance on the job.

For more information about the ANX international official website and related investment
services portfolio, please click www.anxintl.com
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ANX Vault app
Now that Apple has taken a softer approach with bitcoin wallet apps on their App Store, crypto
currency companies are beginning to come forward and get their apps approved.
One such app is ANX Vault, by ANX International. The company says that they have launched
sending and receiving functionality on the app — a feature that’s been available right along on
the Android version.
“ANX, International “ world’s most innovative currency exchange, which recently announced
the world’s first debit card enterprise solutions that can be integrated with digital assets,
confirmed their redesigned mobile app ANX Vault for iOS and Android is now available for
download via the Apple App Store and Google Play store.
iOS users who make use of ANX services will be able to conduct their currency
sending/receiving business, in addition to being able to send by email.
“It relies on industrial strength security standards provided by the ANX platform including
optional three-factor authentication,” the company says, adding: “Furthermore, the app
supports all major crypto currencies “BTC, LTC, DOGE.STR,XRP,START ”
Quickly view crypto exchange rates and users’ portfolio value in users’ home currency at
current exchange rates.
Send BTC, LTC and DOGE to any crypto currency address (PPC and NMC also supported on
Android devices).
Ability to send cryptos to email addresses for people without Bitcoin or crypto-currency wallets.
Configure a daily limit to perform withdrawals without requiring 2/3 Factor authentication for
faster payments.
View all transactions on customer’s ANX account. View all crypto currency assets in one single
comprehensive order books . Set alerts to notify clients when a crypto is traded below or above
a certain rate.
Real time crypto exchange rates for all supported currencies, view funds instantly.
On the security front (which, let’s be honest, it’s supremely important), the app features “high
security encryption”, one-time passwords, and send privilege controls.
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